Why the best dentists never stop learning

By Tipton Training

Just how valuable is education in dentistry? According to one of the UK’s leading dental academies, Tipton Training is the opposite. Paul Tipton’s courses are pitched at newly qualified dentists teaching newly qualified dentists what it means to truly base your treatments on. If ever challenged on why I’m doing something I can confidently refer back to a paper which backs my treatment up. “Tipton Training is the opposite. Paul is very good at bringing everything together and explaining not only what you do but why you do it. The reading list creates a solid foundation to base your treatments on. If ever challenged on why I’m doing something I can confidently refer back to a paper which backs my treatment up. I would absolutely recommend it to any young dentist. Undergraduate training is only the beginning. You learn so much more from doing Paul’s courses. It makes sense to do this sort of training at the start of your career as your time will never be worth so little and over the course of your career this investment will pay for itself again and again.”

Confidence to Tackle New Treatments

Colin now takes on treatments which he wouldn’t have in the past. Just recently, Colin has fitted three bridges which had a combined cost of £5,000. “The best thing about them though was that I took my time, planned them and am confident that they will be successful. In the past I would have had to refer these,” adds Colin.

“It’s not just the advanced things though. Doing the simple things well is very satisfying. I like having a predictable outcome. In the past when a restoration would fail I would just do it again and sometimes again. Now I know why it has failed and make sure that it doesn’t happen.”

The Restorative Course